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Extra internal hard drives offer cheap data 
insurance 

POSTED: 01:30 a.m. HST, Aug 16, 2011 

Wallis Simpson, Duchess of Windsor, famously said, "You can never 
be too rich or too thin." 

I would add, "You can never have too much storage." 

With this in mind, home office or small-business owners can now buy 
internal hard drives at bargain basement prices. A terabyte-size drive 
from a quality manufacturer like Seagate or Western Digital can be 
purchased for as little as $60 from newegg.com, and 2 TB models 
start at around $80. 

Why buy an extra drive? 

Tony Stanford, a Honolulu-based small business IT consultant, has 
several reasons: 

» An extra "slave" drive is a great insurance policy. It mirrors the 
contents of the primary hard drive, should the main drive crash, and 
makes data access speedier. 

» An extra drive also can increase the overall life span of your 
computer by freeing up resources on your primary hard drive. You'll 
need at least 15 percent to 20 percent of free space on your primary 
unit for best performance. Anything less, Tony points out, "the drive 
has to work harder to place data on the disk, which can lead to 
fragmentation." Left unchecked it can shorten your drive's life span. 
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We looked at a 1 TB Barracuda drive from Seagate and a 2 TB 
Caviar Green from Western Digital. 

WD has designed the Caviar for lower power consumption, hence the 
green moniker. (Seagate also has a Barracuda "green" series of 
drives.) 

The install on both the Seagate and the WD went smoothly. Both 
units were very fast, quiet, cool-running and performed flawlessly. 
(For do-it-yourselfers, WD has a good video overview to get started: 
(www.facebook.com/video/video.php?v=239140200783). 

What size drive to get? 

According to Seagate spokesman Nathan Papadopulos, nowadays 
most standard Desktop PCs ship with 1 TB. (The price point, the 
difference between a 500-gig disk and Terrabyte — double the size 
— is only $20. If you have a ton of data as well as music, videos and 
games to store, for another $20 get a whopping 2 TB drive.) 

For backup software we used Norton Ghost ($55 at newegg.com). 
Tony likes it as an internal backup solution for home offices and 
small-businesses clients. It's easy to set up, it's proven and works 
well in tandem with an extra drive. 

The upshot: In all probability you will have a drive failure, virus or bad 
install at some point. A spare drive offers an extremely inexpensive 
insurance policy. 
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Publicbraddah wrote: 

I'm looking at an external hard drive. Do these drives come with 
backup and restore software? Can it restore the entire primary hard 
drive or selected files? Not a real techie person but believe that an 
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extra hard drive would be good insurance. 
 

on August 16,2011 | 07:03AM 

soundofreason wrote: 

I use the prtscrn button for backing up. I open up my important 
documents, hit the prtscrn button - then past the images into a word 
document and email that to my webmail account. I also open up my 
documents and save them again on the same drive but with the save 
again I feel they are saved really good. People have suggested that I 
get a Raid system but I've heard that aerosols are bad for the 
atmosphere. Ok...everybody take a breath......just kidding here. 
 

on August 16,2011 | 07:02AM 

bender wrote: 

I can't say my experience with Norton Ghost was all that happy. 
When I needed it, I couldn't restore my image. I now have a RAID 
array set up and use Syncback (free edition).. Syncback backs up the 
files I designate on a daily basis. 
 

on August 16,2011 | 05:50AM 

manakuke wrote: 

Spare drives internal or external are good insurance. Make sure you 
have all the elements of the back up program. Current programs can 
restore and the entire drive image wihin minutes. Unfortunately been 
there done that. 
 

on August 16,2011 | 04:06AM 
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